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Sunday, February 8, 2015 163atraditional method used to pattern these flow cells, which is a cost prohibitive
process. We have shown that a simpler and less costly method, photolithog-
raphy, can instead be used, therefore enabling this technique to be more widely
available. Using these DNA curtains, we will investigate the details of heat
shock factor (HSF) DNA binding, cooperativity, and target searching at a single
molecule level.
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Single-molecule FRET (smFRET) microscopy is a powerful tool for moni-
toring the conformational diversity and structural dynamics of individual bio-
molecules. However, the full data analysis of single molecule FRET movies
is often a complex and time-consuming task. Here, we present a fast, robust
and user-friendly data analysis platform for smFRET microscopy of immobi-
lized molecules. The presented toolkit can be operated without any prior pro-
gramming skills and allows different aspects of smFRET data to be analyzed
in an explorative and extensible framework. We illustrate its capabilities using
data of different double stranded DNA and G-quadruplex structures.
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Single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) is one of
the most powerful techniques for deciphering the dynamics of unsynchronized
biomolecules. However, smFRET is limited in its temporal resolution for
the observation of the real-time dynamics of a single molecule. Here, we report
a novel method for observing real-time FRET dynamics with sub-millisecond
resolution by tethering FRET molecules to freely diffusing 100-nm-sized lipo-
somes. The observation time for a single diffusing molecule was extended to
100 ms with a sub-millisecond temporal FRET resolution, which allowed for
direct analysis of the transition states based on the FRET time trace using
hidden Markov modeling. Using this method, we measured transition rates of
up to 1500 s-1 (~ 0.7-ms dwell time) between two conformers of a Holliday
junction from the transition-density plot. The rapid diffusional migration of
dimeric SSB from Deinococcus radiodurans on single-stranded (ss) DNA
was directly observed in the FRET time traces at room temperature; this diffu-
sion is faster than that of the tetrameric E. coli SSB by more than an order of
magnitude. This result suggests that the diffusion of SSB on ssDNA is a general
phenomenon. These results clearly demonstrate that our approach is a powerful
method for studying the conformational dynamics and movements of biomol-
ecules at sub-millisecond time scales.
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Two-photon excitation is a convenient means to generate a tiny ‘‘privileged’’
excitation volume in solution or within a cell; within that sub-fL volume,
one may glean photophysical properties: triplet quantum yield, diffusion rate,
blinking probability, brightness, conformational mobility, etc. We recently
developed the Total Emission Detection (TED) method and devices to recover
the entirety of emission from cells and tissues being probed with multiphoton
excitation (Combs et al., J Microsc. 2007, v.228,pp.330-7). TED is being ex-
ploited now for single (few) molecule spectroscopy studies such as FCS,
PCHA, FLIM-FCS, etc. These approaches demand not only high light
collection and detection efficiency but also negligible contribution from arti-
facts arising from detector dark noise and after-pulsing. The latter usually
necessitate the use of expensive TE-cooled avalanche photodiodes (APDs) or
hybrid PMTs .
In this study we show that conventional large-area photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs), tightly coupled with TED devices, help overcome challenges arising
from highly scattering samples, low signal-to-noise ratios and afterpulses
coming after true fluorescence photon detection. In some TED versions, a con-
ventional non-descanned detection (NDD) pathway for fluorescence is still
available, so a second PMT can be employed for one- or two-color cross-cor-
relation (FCCS).In short, TED increases ‘‘effective’’ quantum efficiency enough for one to use
less expensive PMTs as FCS/FCCS detectors, and this also permits one to
select among PMTs with better picosecond, nanosecond or microsecond behav-
iors compared to APDs.
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To understand the function of biomolecules experimental techniques with high
spatial and temporal resolution are essential. The characteristic time of global
protein kinetics is in the order of microseconds or slower. FRET-measurements
are ideally suited to study biomolecular function, as conformation dynamics
can be monitored with high temporal resolution from nanoseconds to the obser-
vation time. FRET is considered a low resolution technique providing limited
structural information.
This is caused as: (1) Measurements are performed in solution causing aver-
aging of distances (2) In intensity based FRET the spatial resolution in dynamic
systems is limited the photon count-rate (3) The rate constant of energy transfer
dependents on the relative orientation of the dipoles (4) The dyes are coupled to
the biomolecule by flexible linkers resulting in distribution of distances limiting
the application of conventional modelling tools (5) The interactions of dyes
with the biomolecule change the fluorescence properties by quenching of their
excited states.
We present solutions to these problems gathered in a software-suite. Averaging
of distances is overcome by analysis of the intensity on the nanosecond time
scale, preferentially recoded using an multiparameter fluorescence detection
setup. Uncertainties regarding the dipole orientation are minimized by anisot-
ropy measurements. Flurophore distributions are calculated according to the
FRET-Positioning System [1]. Dye-protein interactions are treated by global
analysis of the time-resolved donor fluorescence in absence and in presence
of the acceptor. A visual approach facilitates the analysis of time-resolved fluo-
rescence. This approach is validated by experiments and Monte-Carlo simula-
tions of the flurophores capturing dynamic quenching, orientation effects and
unspecific interaction with the biomolecular surface. Application examples
for several proteins studied by single-molecule and ensemble high-precision
FRET measurements are given.
[1] Kalinin et al. Nature Methods 9, 1218-1225 (2012)
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A comprehensive methodology and a toolkit for FRET-enhanced modeling of
biomolecules and their complexes are presented. The demonstrated approach
enables to recover representative conformations for multiple observed states
of the investigated biomolecular system. The toolkit is available from the
authors including:
1. FRET-restrained docking and Monte Carlo simulation tool[1] for assembling
structural units with high precision and determining the confidence levels of the
generated models.
2. FRET-screening tool[1] for assessing an arbitrary set of conformations (from
MD trajectories, crystal structures etc.) with respect to their agreement with
FRET measurements[2].
3. NMSim[3][4] geometric simulations for extensive sampling of the confor-
mational space overcoming time-limitations of MD simulations.
4. FRET-enhanced MD simulations for refining conformations generated by
coarse-grained sampling, e.g. by NMSim simulations.
5. Experiment planning tool for determining efficient labeling positions and
distance pairs for FRET measurements based on a priori knowledge on confor-
mational changes.
Using these tools, formerly unknown conformations of various biomolecules
were determined[5]. An worked example on T4 Lysozyme will be presented.
[1] http://www.mpc.hhu.de/software/fps.html
[2]Sindbert S, Kalinin S et al. (2006) Accurate Distance Determination of Nu-
cleic Acids via Forster Resonance Energy Transfer: Implications of Dye Linker
Length and Rigidity. J. Am. Chem. Soc., XXX: Vol., pp. 2463-2480.
[3]Kru¨ger, Dennis M., Aqeel Ahmed, and Holger Gohlke (2012) NMSim web
server: Integrated approach for normal mode-based geometric simulations of
